
SECURITY GUARD COMPANY BUSINESS PLANS

Protect your community by starting a security business using a security guard business plan similar to this one.

The business is incorporated as an S Corporation to enable additional investment for its launch. Our business
offering are listed below; Prevention of unauthorized activity or entry in a specified perimeter Traffic
regulation services Fire and theft prevention and detection services Security advisory and consultancy services
Roving patrol services Bodyguard, and guard dog services Our Vision Statement Our vision is to build a
private security company brand that will become the number one choice for both individual clients and
corporate clients in the whole of Carson City â€” Nevada. Protect your community by starting a security
business using a security guard business plan similar to this one to compile your own. Furthermore, the other
two target markets listed will be taken on at a later date, if at all. Statistics also has it that in , the revenue of
security services in the United States of America is estimated to be at about  Training for security guards will
be provided in temporarily rented office space as needed. Were you in the military or any intelligence agency?
Security alarm services alone in the United States of America generated whooping sum of 17 billion U. Our
vision reflects our values: integrity, service, excellence and teamwork. We have been able to secure all the
required security clearance to and office facility to run a private security company in the United States. After
the initial investment and launch, a lean first year, and the establishment of an office and training space in the
second year, the business will be poised to expand through its own financing after three years. Decide on the
industry or type of clients you want to serve Before opening your security outfit, you need to decide on the
type of clients or industry you want to serve. Educational institutions, such as primary and secondary schools
and colleges, generally employ security officers to guard and patrol their buildings and campuses. One thing is
certain, the private security industry is an evolving one and new technology and approaches are being
employed when it comes to delivering standard and safer security services. Our intention of starting our
private security outfit is to make profits from the industry and we will do all that is permitted by the law in the
US to achieve our aim and ambition. The industry depends on a supply of labor, often using retired police
officers as security guards. The worldwide private security services industry was approximately 96 billion U.
Guards will either be stationed at desks or patrol on foot at all facilities. It is on record that in , the money
generated by the global security technology and related services market rose just over 67 billion U. Start-up
Summary Batten-Hatchez Security will launch as a home-based business out of the home office of Chindit
Batten. The income of the private security services industry was set to reach an estimate of about 25 billion U.
Running a security organization is a task that put your life and those of your employees on the line, so having
your entire business insured is not an option; it is a must. You should make use of a qualified training program
and ensure your each member of staff pass the course. If you are serious about starting the business, then you
will find the business plan below very useful; A Sample Private Security Company Business Plan Template
Business Overview It is obvious that the private security industry is indeed a fast growing industry, at present
there are about 2 million full-time security workers in the United States of America and this number is
expected to grow by an estimate of 21 percent by  Businesses generally search for security guard providers on
the Internet or through referrals from other companies they trust. We will ensure that we hire professionals
who are well experienced in a wide variety of private security services. Whenever possible, the same guards
will be sent consistently to the same clients. You must note that the license for unarmed security guards differs
from that of armed guards. Guards will keep in constant communication with their team via portable two-way
radios and with the Batten-Hatchez office, as necessary through mobile phones. As security guard services are
sold business-to-business, marketing and advertisement is generally targeted on the markets and industries the
security companies seek to serve. There are few barriers to entry, as long as basic legal requirements are met,
as the capital investment in the business is very low. Now how do you gain such experience or knowledge on
security issues? Six Duties and Responsibilities of a Security Guard Firm To identify areas that are
experiencing security problems To recruit able bodied men and women To train and retrain the recruits to
become guards To source for jobs and clients To assign guards to their various duty post or companies To
manage the guards, and oversee their performance To offer security advice to companies Starting a Security
Guard Company â€” Sample Business Plan Template 1. Event security has the same risks as other security,
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but there is limited time for security audits and situations change fast, making this a higher stress business that
requires better trained guards. Without wasting your time, below is a step by step business plan or guide to
starting your own security guard company. It is on record that of the 15 fastest-growing private security
companies, Datto A Connecticut-based Company specializes in hardware-based backup, disaster recovery and
business continuity services generated the most revenue that year with  After the business is proved replicable
in additional cities, the business may be sold to provide an exit for the initial investor and founders. The
economic crisis has hurt demand over the past two years but things will soon begin to improve.


